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◦ Massive spatiotemporal trajectory data 
representing human mobility collected by 
miscellaneous devices

◦ Successive mobility prediction problem: 
predicting locations of the next few steps

◦ On university dataset and POI 
recommendation datasets

Introduction
When the algorithm 

predicted a wrong location



◦ Four key challenges of existing supervised 
learning methods:
◦ 1) disability to the circumstance that the optimizing 

target is non-differentiable
◦ 2) difficulty to alter the recommendation strategy 

flexibly according to the changes in user needs
◦ 3) error propagation and exposure bias issues when 

predicting multiple points
◦ 4) cannot interactively explore user's potential interest 

that does not appear in the history
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Problem Statement

 Trajectory Sequence: the aggregation of spatiotemporal points (a tuple 
of location point and timeslot)

 Trajectory: a sub sequence of trajectory sequence

 Problem (Successive Mobility Prediction): Given historical trajectory 
with length m and the prediction timeslot set, the task of successive 
mobility prediction is to predict the next n spatial points which is called 
the target session

m, n are variables (historical trajectory, target session are variable-
length)



MDP Formulation

An MDP, a tuple of (S,A,P,R,γ)

State: a fusion of user's characteristics, user historical 
trajectory, and the target timeslot

Action (Discrete): to recommend a location in the 
action space, the action space of the RLMob agent is all 
the available locations in the dataset

Reward:  the RLMob environment simulator will give an 
immediate feedback R(s,a) to evaluate the action a

Environment:  the RLMob environment simulator 

The interactions between 
RLMob Agent and RL-Mob 

Environment in MDP



Environment Simulator

◦ Environment Init: preprocessing, pretraining to 
get location and timeslot embedding (task: next 
location prediction)

◦ Reward Design (R):  



Architecture of 
RLMob Agent

Challenges
◦ The heterogeneity of user trajectory with unfixed length
◦ Diversified of preference and even some serendipity
◦ => Large variance of state encoding

RLMob Agent:
◦ 1. Adopt the actor-critic architecture (shown in the 

figure), which empirically accelerates convergence

◦ 2. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and GAE

◦ 3. Networks pretraining: use the trained parameter of 
GRU4Rec



After some episodes of training, the performance is tested,

and then the framework continues to alternate between the training state and the test stage

Training and testing



 Build a dataset based on the Wi-Fi data collected at a university and use 

two publicly available datasets to test our agent

 Filter and split them into training and test datasets

 Perform various comparison experiments to study the effectiveness of 

the purposed method

Experiments



Experiments
The performance of all comparison approaches

• CoCiN stands for “Correction of Category in Negative results”
• Episode Final Return means the average sum of all rewards in an episode on the test data points



Experiments
The performance of all comparison approaches

• As expected, our method performs the best generally
• Results on Univ-WIFI dataset is better than Foursquare datasets, which may be owing to the 

sparse nature (the locations in a trajectory is sparse over time, making it “incomplete”)



Experiments
Results on RL-based approaches



Summary

• Attack the successive mobility prediction problem, and innovatively leverage 
DRL to solve the problem

• Design the RLMob framework and describe the interaction flow between the 
framework and the simulated environment 

• Some advanced DRL algorithms that can be applied to this framework like PPO 
are introduced

• In our experiment, our method is performant



Thank you 
for your careful listening!
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